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1. INTRODUCTION
The city of Girona is constantly evolving to become more inclusive and accessible for all—
citizens and visitors alike. We want everyone to be able to enjoy it fully.
With that in mind, we have published this guide on “Tourism for All”. Its objective is to
centralise information on accessibility—in relation to the city's tourist attractions—and make it
more readily available.
The city's mobility, transport services, public information services (Tourism Offices), museums,
heritage and accommodation have been analysed so that we can highlight the services and
facilities adapted to persons with physical, auditory, visual and intellectual disabilities.
The aim of this guide is to centralise this information and make it readily available so that it may
be used when planning one's visit to the city, in order for it to be enjoyed fully, with no
limitations.
This information has been obtained thanks to the work carried out within the framework of the
transnational NATURA'ACC project, financed by the European POCTEFA 2007‐2013 project.
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2. TOURISTIC INFORMATION SERVICE
2.1. GIRONA TOURIST OFFICE
Girona’s tourist office is located in the touristic heart of the city.
Rambla de la Llibertat 1
17004 Girona
Telèfon: 972 01 00 01 ‐ 972 22 65 75
A/e: turisme@ajgirona.cat
http://www.girona.cat/turisme

There are two main entrances, one of which is completely accessible by ramp.
Open circulation inside and a two‐level adapted information desk.
Outside area: good accessibility, pavement with no steps or kerbs.
Nearest free parking area reserved for people with reduced mobility (PRM): 4 spaces in Pl.
Catalunya (corner of Av. Sant Francesc), approximately 180 m away.
Access to public transport: nearest stop L11, Pl. del Vi, 150 m away (non‐accessible). Nearest
accessible stop (platform): L6 and L7, Av. Sant Francesc, 200 m away.
Taxi: stops in front of the Tourist Office.

Guide to the Costa Brava in Braille, published by ONCE Catalonia (in Catalan).
Good interior lighting.
Touchscreen with audio providing information on the city's main tourist activities in different
languages: Catalan, Spanish, English and French.

Touchscreen with written information on the city's main tourist activities, along with a short 2D
video with the option to see it in 3D (special viewing glasses must be requested at the desk),
plus photographs.

2.2. PUNT DE BENVINGUDA‐GIRONA GIRONÈS
Tourist information service located near one of the main entrances to the city. Information and
managing of the official guided visits to Girona.
Punt de Benvinguda Girona‐Gironès
C/ Berenguer Carnicer, 3
17001 Girona
Telèfon: 972 211 678
Fax: 972 221 135
A/e: puntdebenvinguda@ajgirona.cat
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Main entrance accessible by ramp.
Two‐level service desk.
Partially open circulation inside: there are areas less than 80 cm wide.
Pamphlets arranged on shelves at an accessible height.
Outdoor area: very good accessibility.
Nearest free parking area reserved for PRM: 3 spaces in the car park at C. Berenguer Carnicer,
a street beneath the train tracks and in front of the Welcome Centre office.
Access to public transport: nearest stops, L1, L2, L5, L6, Jutjats, 150 m away (accessible, kerb).
Taxi: stops in front of the Welcome Centre.

Good interior lighting.

TV screen with a video without sound on Girona and the Gironès region.
PC available to access the Gironès region website (Catalan, Spanish, English and French).
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3. HOW TO GET HERE?
Girona city, only 65 km / 40 mi from the French border (100 km / 62 mi from Perpignan) and
100 km / 62 mi from Barcelona, is an excellent starting point for discovering the rich variety of
landscapes in the province. The area includes the Costa Brava, one of the most internationally
renowned Girona tourism brands, and the Pyrenees, an ideal destination for enjoying snow and
mountain sports.
3.1. BY AIR
Girona‐Costa Brava Airport has regular flights from cities in Europe and other parts of Spain. The
airport is located about 12 km / 7 min outside Girona, with good road connections to the city
centre by car, coach or taxi.

AENA's service without borders provides assistance to disabled persons.
You may request assistance on‐line (www.aena.es) or by telephone 902 404 704 / (+34) 91 321
10 00. As well as requesting assistance from AENA, users also need to inform their airline or
tour operator of their need for assistance.
To get to Girona from the airport:
Taxis Costa‐Brava: This taxi operator has vehicles adapted to persons with reduced mobility. It
is advisable to reserve at least one day before, either by calling 972 100 846 o via their website,
info@taxicostabrava.com. Further information at www.taxicostabrava.com
The Sagalés bus operator is also entirely adapted to users with reduced mobility.

3.2. BY TRAIN
Adif Girona‐Costa Brava railway station, located in the centre of Girona city, offers regional,
national and international rail services. As well as the regular lines, Girona station is a stop on
the Madrid ‐ Zaragoza ‐ Barcelona ‐ French border high‐speed line (AVE), one of the main
transport links between Spain and the rest of Europe.

Girona's AVE and RENFE stations are equipped with ATENDO services, that is, Assistant for
travellers with reduced mobility and/or disabilities.
These services may be requested when purchasing one's ticket, through any of the sales
channels or phone numbers: Tel. ATENDO: 902 24 05 05 / (+34) 917 74 40 40
http://www.renfe.com/viajeros/atendo/servicio_atendo.html

3.3. BY BUS
Located beside the railway station, Girona bus station offers bus services to urban, regional,
national and international destinations.

Most inter‐urban bus lines travelling to Girona are able to accommodate persons with reduced
mobility if requested beforehand.
SARFA: Adapted buses are available upon prior request. To do so, call 902 30 20 25 with at least
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three days notice.
TEISA: Adapted buses are available upon prior request. To do so, call 972 20 02 75 with at least
one day's notice, before 5 PM.
SAGALÉS: Girona‐Girona Airport line: entirely adapted to persons with reduced mobility.
Girona‐Blanes: Adapted buses are available upon prior request. To do so, call 972 36
40 72 with at least three one day's notice.
HISPANO HILARIENCA: Adapted buses are available upon prior request. To do so, call 972 20 48
68 or 972 24 50 12 with at least two day's notice.
AMPSA: Adapted buses are available upon prior request. To do so, call 972 21 63 53 or e‐mail
autocars@ampsa.org with at least one day's notice.
EUROLINES: No availability of adapted buses.

3.4. BY ROAD
The main access roads to Girona are:
 AP‐7: AP‐7 toll motorway Barcelona ‐ France
 N‐II: N‐II main road Madrid ‐ Barcelona ‐ France
 C‐25 (Eix Transversal): C‐25 dual carriageway Girona ‐ Vic ‐ Lleida

4. GETTING AROUND
4.1. MOBILITY IN THE CITY
Girona is an accessible city, with short distances and transport options for going further afield.

Since 1998, when Girona’s first Accessibility Plan was approved, and following its later revision
and update in 2013, work has been carried out to improve accessibility in the city’s public
spaces. This has involved different aspects such as widening pavements, adding curb ramps and
acoustic signalling for pedestrians, designing and installing street furniture, etc.
In general, accessibility in most of the city’s tourist areas is good, except for part of the Historic
Quarter and particularly the Old Jewish Quarter, which has steep slopes, cobbled streets and
several sections with stairs. The most commercial sectors, such as Mercadal and Eixample, offer
good accessibility, with wide pavements and dropped curbs for pedestrians. Most of the city’s
streets have a slope of less than 6%.
The company Bosch Ortopèdics provides a scooter rental service for visiting the city (by day,
week or longer periods). Scooters can be delivered and picked up from the users’ chosen
location. For further information please contact:
Bosch Ortopèdics
Ctra. Barcelona, 9
17002 Girona
Tel. 972 20 39 86
girona@ortopediabosch.com

4.2. TAXIS
Taxi ranks can be found at the ADIF Girona railway station, the bus station and in the city centre
in Plaça Independència and Carrer Joan Maragall.
For further information:
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GITAXI
www.gitaxi.cat
info@gitaxi.cat
Telf. 607 028 548 / 972 222 323

Vehicles adapted to persons with reduced mobility (3). It is advisable to reserve beforehand to
ensure availability.

4.3. PARKING AREAS
There are a number of different parking areas in the city: free areas, municipal paid‐parking
areas and private car parks. There are also parking bays reserved for persons with reduced
mobility throughout the city.

To check the location of reserved parking areas : http://terra.girona.cat/vu/mobilitat/
Holders of disabled parking permits issued by the authorities can park free of charge in spaces
in blue and green zones and loading areas.

4.4. LOCAL BUS ROUTES
Girona has 10 local bus routes which enable visitors to move around all its different
neighbourhoods easily. Single tickets and travel cards can be purchased from the bus driver
when boarding

All the city's bus lines are partially adapted to persons with reduced mobility (lifts and/or
ramps). Minimum guaranteed frequency: every 30 minutes (generally every 15 minutes). Many
of the city's bus stops are adapted for wheelchair access (pavement, platform, etc.), but not all
of them.
For further information: Tel. 972 419 010 or http://www.girona.cat/bus
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5. WHAT TO DO?
5.1. HISTORIC CITY
5.1.1. THE FORÇA VELLA

In the first century BC, the Romans built a mighty fortress with an almost triangular perimeter (a
kind of acropolis) which is known as Força Vella. The fortress was very well protected by a
defensive rampart built from large stone ashlars. This was the first city enclosure and it
remained unchanged until the year 1000. Parts of this wall can still be seen today.

This district is found on the hill in the Old City. Due to its irregular terrain and steep,
cobblestone streets, the area is rather difficult in terms of mobility for those using wheelchairs,
have reduced mobility or are visually disabled. It can be accessed from Carrer de la Força, a
kerb‐less pedestrian street with slopes ranging from 8 to 12%, which crosses the Força Vella
district from end to end.
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5.1.2. THE CATEDRAL

The Cathedral is located at the heart of the Força Vella. Built between the 11th and 18th
centuries, it includes a series of walls and spaces in different styles, from Romanesque (the
cloister and Charlemagne tower) to the baroque façade and steps. Its most singular feature is its
large Gothic nave (15th‐16th centuries) which, at a width of 23 metres, is the widest of its kind
in the world.
Information about accessibility: see section 5.2.7 Cathedral Treasury Museum.
5.1.3. SANT PERE DE GALLIGANTS AND SANT NICOLAU
The grandeur of the temple, with its basilical plan, and
the iconographic interest of the capitals in the central
nave and the cloister of this Benedictine monastery
(12th century), which is today used as a museum,
together with the church of Sant Nicolau (now an
exhibition room), form one of Catalonia's most
important Romanesque sites.
Information about accessibility: see section 5.2.5.
Museum of Archaeology.
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5.1.4. THE ARAB BATHS
A singular Romanesque construction (12th century)
inspired by Roman baths, its most outstanding elements
include the entrance, which was used as a changing room
and relaxation area and is covered with a barrel vault, and
the cupola covering the central pool, which is supported
by slim columns with ornately decorated capitals.
Ferran el Catòlic s/n
17004 Girona
Telèfon: 972 213 262

Not accessible to wheelchair users.
Entrance is hard to access, with steps higher than 5 cm.
Difficult interior circulation: a large number of stone steps and metal spiral staircases with
steps of over 5 cm high.
Reduced price of entry (€1) for those having a disabled discount card.
Outdoor area: located on the hill of the Old City, with irregular cobblestone streets.
There are no accessible parking spaces less than 250 m away, due to the difficulties of
navigating the streets, with irregular cobblestones and slopes between 8% and 12%.
Access to public transport: nearest stop, L11 C. Calderers, 290 m away (non‐accessible). There
are no adapted stops in the immediate area.
Taxi: stops at the building entrance.

Tactile elements are not available.
Adapted guided tours are not available. Tours are normally only offered in Catalan and
between October and June from 12 pm to 12:45 pm.
Good interior lighting.
No interior signs or explanatory text.
There are many steps throughout the route.
Reduced price of entry (€1) for those having a disabled discount card.
Located on the hill in the Old City. There are irregular cobblestone streets and significant
slopes.

No interior signs or explanatory text.
No audiovisual or audio‐guides available.
A brochure is available at the entrance with a brief introduction in Catalan, Spanish, English and
French and an illustration of the interior grounds displaying what uses were given to each
room.
Reduced price of entry (€1) for those having a disabled discount card.

No adapted restrooms.
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No interior signs or explanatory text at all.
A brochure is available at the entrance with a brief introduction in Catalan, Spanish, English and
French and an illustration of the interior grounds displaying what uses were given to each
room.
Reduced price of entry (€1) for those having a disabled discount card.
5.1.5. BASILICA OF SANT FELIU
Girona's first cathedral until the 10th
century is one of its most representative
Gothic buildings, above all the slender
bell tower (14th‐16th centuries). With its
castle‐like appearance, the Romanesque
chevet was completed with Gothic naves
and a baroque façade (13th‐18th
centuries). The church houses some
remarkable works of art, such as the
eight pagan and early Christian
sarcophagi (4th century) and the
Recumbent Christ (14th century) by the
sculptor Aloi de Montbrai.
Pujada de Sant Feliu, 29
17004 Girona
Tel. 972 176 861
visites@catedraldegirona.org
www.catedraldegirona.cat

The main entrance can be accessed via a ramp, albeit somewhat difficult. The manual access
door is narrow and heavy. The main door can be opened for large wheelchairs (call 972 176
861).
The basilica may be toured easily, excluding the apse—containing the paleo‐Christian
sarcophagi—, which is not wheelchair accessible due to steps (each step is more than 5 cm
high). The nave provides a general view of the apse and sarcophagi.
No wheelchair‐accessible toilets are available.
Museum personnel are available to assist at all times.
Reduced entry (1,20 €) for people with physical disability and for one carer/companion.
Surroundings: Located on the high side of the Barri Vell (Old Quarter), among irregular
cobblestone streets. Involves considerable slopes (gradients between 8% and 12%).
Nearest free, wheelchair‐accessible car park: 3 parking bays at Plaça de Sant Feliu, 230 m away.
Nearest bus stop: L11. Carrer Calderers, 130m away (not wheelchair‐accessible).
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Taxi: Taxi rank in front of the basilica of Sant Feliu.

Audio guide without music. Descriptions available in Catalan, Spanish, English, French, German,
Italian and Russian.
No touchscreen elements or wheelchair‐accessible tours available.
Well‐marked itinerary with high‐contrast, informational texts. In some cases the type may be
slightly small.
Scarce interior lighting.
Exterior is accessible, although it may be complicated due to the irregular, cobblestone ground.
Free entry for persons with visual disability and for one carer/companion.

There are texts identifying all spaces and exhibited works/items.
Full transcriptions of the audio guides.
Reduced entry (1,20 €) for people with hearing disability and for one carer/companion.

Exhibited works/items are duly identified in writing.
No wheelchair‐accessibletours or workshops.
Free entry for persons with psiquical disability and for one carer/companion.

5.1.6. THE JEWISH QUARTER
Located within the Força Vella, the
Jewish Quarter or Call is one of the
city's most emblematic areas. It
consists of a labyrinth of narrow
streets and patios that have
maintained
their
medieval
atmosphere. It is one of the best
preserved Jewish quarters in the world
and clear evidence of the importance
of the Jewish culture in Girona.

This district is found on the hill in the
Old City. Due to its irregular terrain
and steep, cobblestone streets, the
area is rather difficult in terms of
mobility for those using wheelchairs,
have reduced mobility or are visually
disabled. It can be accessed from
Carrer de la Força, a kerb‐less
pedestrian street with slopes ranging
from 8 to 12%, which crosses the
Força Vella district from end to end.
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5.1.7. THE MEDIEVAL QUARTER
The medieval city was constructed between the 11th and 15th centuries with new quarters
being built to the north of the Força Vella (Sant Feliu and Sant Pere), to the south (Areny and
Vilanova) and the west (Mercadal), all protected by new ramparts, of which some sections are
still visible today along the city walls walkway.

The boroughs of Sant Feliu and Sant Pere are generally easily accessible, excluding specific
areas such as Sant Pere de Galligants which is very difficult to access. The lower side of the
Areny and Vilanova areas (Rambla, C. Ciutadans....) is easily accessible, whereas the upper area
is not accessible due to steep inclines and stairs. The Mercadal area is easy to access: it has
wide pavements and lower access points.

5.1.8. THE VALLEY AND MONASTERY OF SANT DANIEL

From Sant Pere de Galligants you can access the valley of Sant Daniel, a large green area beside
the city with shady zones and natural springs. The church, which houses the tomb of Saint
Daniel (14th century), created by the sculptor Aloi de Montbrai, and the convent's cloister
(12th‐15th centuries) are beautiful examples of Romanesque construction with Gothic
additions.

Access to the Valley of Sant Daniel is complicated in a wheelchair, as pavements are narrow, in
addition to a few sections with no pavement. In the valley itself, there are currently no specific
itineraries adapted to wheelchair access, but some of the pathways that cross the valley are
easy to move around.
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5.1.9. THE WALLS

The extension of the Roman walls during the medieval ages today enables visitors to stroll along
a walkway following some sections of the longest Carolingian walls in Europe (9th century). The
various towers are excellent vantage points offering views over the city and the surrounding
areas.

The walls are not wheelchair‐accessible, as there are stairs in several sections.

5.1.10. RAMBLA DE LA LLIBERTAT
This magnificent long stretch along the
River Onyar was developed in the 13th
century to hold the market and is
characterised by its low‐ceilinged arcades
and unequal arches. It has long been the
main commercial and entertainment
centre of Girona and contains many
interesting buildings, such as Casa Norat,
with its Modernist façade (1912).

Good exterior accessibility.
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5.1.11. PLAÇA DEL VI
This bustling square is enclosed by arcades, by the so called Palau del General, a Gothic‐
Renaissance building that housed the Catalan government administration of Girona in the 16th
and 17th centuries, and by the City Hall and the Municipal Theatre, a remarkable 19th‐century
theatre that is among the most interesting in Catalonia.

Good exterior accessibility.

5.1.12. SANT MARTÍ SACOSTA
Girona has managed to preserve numerous medieval and modern spaces with an exceptional
atmosphere and beauty where time seems to have stood still. This is certainly true of the space
enclosed by the church of the old convent of Sant Martí (17th century), with its baroque façade
and the steps in front of it, and Casa‐Palau Agullana (16th‐17th centuries), which provides one
of the city's most unique images with its covered, skewed arch.

This area, which is located on the lower end of the Old Quarter (Barri Vell), is not accessible for
people with reduced mobility. Nonetheless, it's possible to get a good view of the church, the
stairs and the Agullana Palace from the Plaça de l'Oli square.

5.1.13. PLAÇA INDEPENDÈNCIA
Designed by Martí Sureda on
the site of the old convent of
Sant Agustí, this is Girona's most
popular square. A porticoed
square in neoclassical style,
Plaça de la Independència is a
busy place due to the large
number of restaurants here. In
the centre of the square stands
a
monument
(1894)
commemorating
the
1809
defenders of the city of Girona,
created by the sculptor Antoni
Parera.

Good exterior accessibility.
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5.1.14. THE HOUSES ON THE ONYAR RIVER

Girona offers spectacular images of steep alleyways, porticoed streets and squares and, above
all, the brightly painted façades of the houses overlooking the Onyar (the river that crosses the
city) which provide the most emblematic image of the city. One of these houses is Casa Masó,
which is open to the public. Of particular interest among the bridges that span the river are the
slender and lightweight Gómez bridge and the Palanques Vermelles bridge (1827), which was
built by the Eiffel company.

The houses on the river Onyar can be seen from different, strategic location throughout the
historic district. Insofar as the bridges that cross the river Onyar in the Old Quarter, only the
Pont de Pedra and the Sant Feliu bridges are wheelchair‐accessible.
5.1.15. MODERNIST AND NOUCENTIST ARCHITECTURE
The architecture of the Modernisme and Noucentisme cultural movements can be seen in
Girona, a reminder of the growth and transformation of the city at the start of the 20th century.
A stroll around the city centre and different neighbourhoods allows the visitor to admire
apartment blocks, single‐family houses and industrial buildings designed by architects such as
Rafael Masó (Batlle Apartment Block, Farinera Teixidor, Casa Masó, "la Punxa" and Casa Gispert
Saüch), Eugeni Campllonch (Casa Franquesa), Isidre Bosch Bataller (Casa Furest and Casa
Noguera), Joan Roca Pinet (Casa Norat and Casa Rigau), Josep Martí Burch (Auguet Apartment
Block), and Enric Catà Catà (Regàs Distilleries, etc.).

Most of the city's modernist and noucentist buildings are located in areas that are easily
accessible. The Casa Masó, which is open to the public, is adapted for persons with reduced
mobility.
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5.2.

MUSEUMS

5.2.1. MUSEUM OF JEWISH HISTORY

This museum tells the story of Catalonia's medieval Jewish communities, paying special
attention to Girona. Of particular interest is a unique collection of medieval Jewish tombstones
from the Jewish cemetery of Montjuïc.
Carrer de la Força, 8
17004 Girona
Telèfon: 972 216 761
A/e: callgirona@ajgirona.cat

The main entrance is accessible, but somewhat difficult: a ramp and three steps (less than 2 cm
high) lead to the ticket office; the exhibition space is accessed via steps that are more than 5
cm high.
Alternative entrance, yet with certain obstacles (a step exceeding 5 cm in height) via a
medium‐sized lift. Request access to the lift at reception; museum staff will accompany you to
the lift and point out the itinerary. This service is subject to staff availability: from Tuesday to
Saturday from 10 AM to 3 PM. Outside this schedule, call 972 216 761 in advance to check
availability.
Interior circulation is mostly obstacle‐free, excluding a few obstacles that can be overcome via
ramps or several steps—between 2 and 5 cm high—which do not hinder the view. The only
area that is not accessible for visitors in wheelchairs is the micvé, a narrow space only
accessible via steps that are more than 5 cm high.
The exhibition can be accessed with no difficulties. Please contact reception to ask how to
follow it in chronological order when taking the alternative itinerary via the lift.
Most display cases and objects exhibited are placed at a height that makes them visible for
visitors in wheelchairs.
Non‐adapted information desk. Nonetheless, museum personnel are available to assist at all
times.
Discounted, €2 entry fare for persons holding a disability card.
Surroundings: Pedestrian, cobblestone street with a considerable gradient—between 8% and
12%.
Nearest free, wheelchair‐accessible car park: 1 parking bay at Plaça de Sant Josep, 290m away.
Nearest bus stop: L11 Cort Reial, 210m away (wheelchair accessible). Access to the museum
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from there is via Carrer de la Força, which is a cobblestone street with a gradient between 8%
and 12%.
Taxi: Plaça de la Catedral, 50m away; or the Plaça de l’Oli, 150 m away.

Well‐lit interior.
Text is mostly well‐contrasted. Text size is appropriate in Catalan, yet smaller in Spanish,
English and French.
Two audiovisual presentations: one on the first floor, in English, and the other one on the
second floor, in Catalan.
Audio guides without music. Descriptions available in: Catalan, Spanish, English French and
Hebrew.
Exhibition furniture does not obstruct circulation.
Free entry for persons holding a disability card.

Exhibition with explanatory texts in the different rooms, in Catalan, Spanish, English and
French.
Two audiovisual presentations: one on the first floor, with subtitles in Catalan, Spanish, English
and French, and the other one on the second floor, in English with subtitles in Catalan.
Discounted, €2 entry fare for persons holding a disability card.

No adapted services.
Discounted, €2 entry fare for persons holding a disability card.

5.2.2. CINEMA MUSEUM

Housed in the former Casa de les Aigües, a central location in the Mercadal neighbourhood, this
museum exhibits Tomàs Mallol's valuable collection of pre‐cinema pieces, from the first moving
images from shadow theatres to today's cinema..
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Sèquia, 1
17001 Girona
Telèfon: 972 412 777
A/e: info@museudelcinema.cat

Main entrance is accessible with some difficulty (a step approximately 5 cm high).
Full freedom of movement inside, with a few slightly heavy doors.
Following the tour presents no difficulties; objects are exposed at an appropriate height.
Two medium‐sized, wheelchair‐accessible lifts.
Unisex, wheelchair‐accessible toilets, with a turning space smaller than 150 cm, on the
ground floor.
Non‐adapted information desk. Nonetheless, museum personnel are available to assist at all
times.
Discounted, €3.5 entry fare for persons holding a disability card, and for one carer/companion.
Good exterior accessibility: pavement has lower access points.
Nearest free, wheelchair‐accessible car park: 1 parking bay at Plaça Santa Susanna, in front of
the Mercadal church, approximately 50 m away.
Nearest bus stop: L11. Santa Clara CAP (Primary Care Centre), 100m away (wheelchair‐
accessible). Other wheelchair‐accessible bus stops near: L1, L2, L5, L6 Gran Via de Jaume I/
Carrer Nou, 260m away, and Plaça Constitució 290m away.
Taxi: in front of the museum.

Very visual exhibition. Some replicas on exhibition may be touched.
Guided, tactile visits may be reserved if requested 15 days in advance.
Audio guide without music. Descriptions available in Catalan, Spanish, English and French via
the Girona In mobile app.
Well‐marked itinerary. In general, exhibition furniture does not obstruct circulation.
Some rooms have low lighting and text contrast is low.
Good interior circulation: homogeneous flooring, a few ramps and/or steps not signalled with
contrasting colour bands.
Adapted lift with buttons in Braille.
Discounted, €3.5 entry fare for persons holding a disability card, and for one carer/companion.

Very visual exhibition with a great number of explanatory texts.
Text signage indicating the various rooms.
Most audiovisual content is non‐narrated (only music), except the main audiovisual piece,
which lacks subtitles.
Discounted, €3.5 entry fare for persons holding a disability card, and for one carer/companion.

Very visual exhibition with non‐adapted descriptive texts. It is possible to touch and
experiment with some of the items on exhibition.
Guided tours and educational workshops may be reserved 15 days in advance.
Discounted, €3.5 entry fare for persons holding a disability card, and for one carer/companion.
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5.2.3. GIRONA HISTORY MUSEUM

Housed in an old Capuchin monastery (18th
century), of which the desiccator, cloister
and cistern still remain, this museum tells
the story of Girona, from its foundation by
the Romans (1st century BC) to the return of
democracy from 1975 onwards. It is
completed with several themed rooms, such
as the Sardana Room.

Força, 27
17004 Girona
Telèfon: 972 222 229
A/e: museuhistoria@ajgirona.cat

Access through the main entrance is difficult (step higher than 5 cm).
Adapted reception counter at two different heights.
Partial interior mobility thanks to an secondary access, accessible via a lift (medium‐sized and
wheelchair‐accessible). The lift is only available from Tuesday to Saturday from 10.30 AM to 3
PM; outside these hours only the ground level can be visited.
Assistance from museum staff is needed in terms of pointing out the itinerary, which is why it is
necessary to call in advance to make sure there is personnel available.
Accessible areas:
 The ground floor is partially accessible: it has three areas which are difficult to access
(graveyard of the Convent of Sant Antoni de Pàdua, courtyard cloisters and small
exhibition room), all of which have steps that are more than 5 cm high.
 First floor: can be visited in its entirety by following an alternative tour, albeit in non‐
chronological order.
 Second floor: inaccessible.
 Third floor: partially accessible. There is an area that is difficult to access (Girona, 19th
century), with steps that are more than 5 cm high, leading to two lifting platforms
whose maximum load is 150 kg.
 Temporary exhibit: access via the lift, partial interior circulation via ramps, excluding
one room that is inaccessible due to two steps that are more than 5 cm high.
Unisex, wheelchair‐accessible toilets. Contact museum staff in order to access them.
Free entry for all persons holding a card accrediting their disability, as well as for one
carer/companion.
Surroundings: Access via carrer de la Força; pedestrian, cobblestone street with a considerable
gradient—between 8% and 12%.
Nearest free, wheelchair‐accessible car park: 3 parking bays at Plaça dels Apòstols, 150m
away; considerable slope (exceeding 12%) to reach the Museum.
Nearest bus stop: L11 Cort Reial (wheelchair‐accessible).
Taxi: taxis rank at Plaça de la Catedral, 50m away; or at Plaça de l’Oli, 150m away.
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Main entrance has a non‐marked step that is more than 5 cm high.
Text and graphic signage indicating the different rooms.
Circulation through areas with some non‐marked steps and ramps. Exhibition furniture may
obstruct circulation.
Adapted lift with buttons in Braille. The lift is only available from Tuesday to Saturday from
10.30 AM to 3 PM.
Rooms are well lit.
There are no tactile tours or reproductions of tactile works on display.
Audio guide without music. Descriptions available in Catalan, Spanish, English and French via
the Girona In mobile app.
Large font type, excluding some rooms where text is smaller.
Free entry for all persons holding a card accrediting their disability, as well as for one
carer/companion.

Exhibition containing a considerable amount of explanatory texts.
Audiovisual content—with subtitles—on the ground floor, on Girona in Roman times.
Transcription of the audio guide content via the Girona In app.
All tours and workshops in Catalan sign language, upon reservation at least one week in
advance.
Free entry for all persons holding a card accrediting their disability, as well as for one
carer/companion.

Exhibition containing a considerable amount of non‐adapted explanatory texts.
There are no adapted tours or educational workshops.
Free entry for all persons holding a card accrediting their disability, as well as for one
carer/companion.

5.2.4. CASA MASÓ
Family home of architect Rafael Masó (1880‐1935), this is one of his most important
architectural works and the only one of the famous houses over the River Onyar that is open to
the public.
Ballesteries, 29
17004 Girona
Telèfon: 972 413 989
A/e: info@rafaelmaso.org

The main entrance has a step that is more than 5 cm high and two manual, slightly heavy
folding doors; door width is narrow.
Alternative, wheelchair‐accessible entrance (non‐inclined). Contact the reception desk or call
972 413 989.
Tours of the interior present no difficulties; all areas can be accessed except the stairs
(alternative tour using a wheelchair‐accessible lift). The building's configuration (built at the
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start of the 20th century) involves narrow doors and corridors, often less than 80 cm in width,
and a few small steps (less than 5 cm high). There is an alternative tour that circumvents these
obstacles.
Wheelchair‐accessible toilets on the ground floor.
Folding chairs are lent for free to people with reduced mobility.
Discounted, €2.5 entry fare for persons holding a disability card and for one carer/companion.
Surroundings: Pavement measuring 90 cm to 1.5 m in width, 5 cm above the roadway with
low‐level access points. The pavement is accessed via the ramps at the ends of the street.
Nearest free, wheelchair‐accessible car park: 3 parking bays at Plaça de Sant Feliu, 230 m away.
Nearest bus stop: L11 Calderers (not wheelchair accessible). Closest wheelchair‐accessible
stop: L11 Cort Reial, 150m away.
Taxi: Stops at both ends of carrer Ballesteries, between 50 m and 100 m away.

No touchscreen elements or wheelchair‐adapted tours.
General, guided tour in Catalan, Spanish, English and French.
Wheelchair‐adapted lift.
Well‐lit interior.
Discounted, €2.5 entry fare for persons holding a disability card and for one carer/companion.

Non‐spoken audiovisual content: images with background music.
Written transcription in a booklet containing information on the guided tour.
Discounted, €2.5 entry fare for persons holding a disability card, and for one carer/companion.

Wheelchair‐adapted, interactive, guided tours available if reserved at least one week in
advance.
Discounted, €2.5 entry fare for persons holding a disability card, and for one carer/companion.

5.2.5. ARCHAEOLOGY MUSEUM OF GIRONA
Founded in 1846, this is one of the oldest museums in Catalonia. It houses archaeological finds
from excavations in the region of Girona, from prehistory up to the Middle Ages, in particular
from Empúries and Girona.
Monestir de Sant Pere de Galligants
Santa Llúcia, 8
17007 Girona
Telèfon: 972 202 632
A/e: macgirona.cultura@gencat.cat

Main entrance is accessible via ramps. Exiting, there is a small step, less than 5 cm high, at the
door, before the ramp.
View of the interior is partially accessible:
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The nave and cloister are accessible via small ramps and slightly irregular cobblestone
flooring.
 The permanent exhibition is not accessible due to a considerable amount of steps,
which are more than 5 cm high.
 The shop is partially accessible, located on a raised platform which is accessible from
the side, via a ramp. There are narrow areas, as well as objects on higher display
cabinets, which are not visible from a wheelchair.
Visits to the outside gardens are not accessible. They have considerable obstacles for people
with reduced mobility, including steps which are more than 5 cm high and irregular terrain.
No wheelchair‐accessible toilets are available.
Discounted, €3.5 entry fare for persons holding a disability card, and for one carer/companion.
Surroundings: difficult access. Access is via a 50‐75 m stretch of cobblestone roadway, along
Carrer Riu Galligants, where there is car traffic.
Nearest free, wheelchair‐accessible car park: 1 parking bay at Plaça de Sant Pere, 190 m away.
Nearest bus stop: L11 Carrer Bellaire, 150 m away (not wheelchair‐accessible). Closest
wheelchair‐accessible stop: L11 Jaume Pons I Martí, 180m away.
Taxi: Stops at museum entrance.

No touchscreen elements available.
Adapted guided tours available if reserved at least one week in advance. Minimum group size:
15‐20 people. Special prices, check museum rates.
Well‐lit interior.
High‐contrast explanatory texts in Catalan. Lower‐contrast texts in Spanish and English.
Discounted, €3.5 entry fare for persons holding a disability card, and for one carer/companion.

Considerable amount of explanatory texts throughout the monastery and in the permanent
exhibition. Texts complemented with illustrations and photographs, in Catalan, Spanish and
English.
Interactive ArqueoXarxa screen with maps, videos, photographs and written information on
the different museums that make up the network.
Booklet containing a transcription of the information in the room, in Catalan, Spanish and
English.
Discounted, €3.5 entry fare for persons holding a disability card, and for one carer/companion.

No simplified text, but the information presented in the room is complemented with very
explanatory illustrations and photographs.
Adapted guided tours: available if reserved at least one week in advance. Minimum group size:
15‐20 people. Special prices, check museum rates.
Adapted, theatrical, guided tours: available if reserved at least one week in advance. Minimum
group size: 15‐20 people. Special prices, check museum rates.
Discounted, €3.5 entry fare for persons holding a disability card, and for one carer/companion.
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5.2.6. ART MUSEUM
The Girona Art Museum is located in the incomparable setting of the old Episcopal Palace. It
contains the most important collection of art in the diocese and province of Girona, dating from
the Romanesque age to the dawn of the 20th century.
Pujada de la Catedral, 12
17004 Girona
Telèfon: 972 203 834
A/e: museuart_girona.cultura@gencat.net

The main entrance is difficult to access, via a stairway. The alternative entrance involves a
steep ramp (gradient of more than 12%), and the most immediate surroundings (Carrer
Rocabertí) are also difficult in terms of accessibility. For museum staff to open the door, call
reception at 972 203 834. It is advisable to come with a carer/companion.
Given that it is a historical building, the old Episcopal Palace is only partially accessible:
 First floor: all rooms are accessible except 9 and 10 (16th century, involving steps
higher than 5 cm each).
 Second floor: mostly accessible. The prison is not accessible, nor is the Sala
Monográfica.
 Third and fourth floors: accessible.
 Area 3 – Temporary exhibitions: Only the first room is accessible via the lift in front of
the ticket office.
 Educational rooms (school groups) are accessible, albeit potentially difficult (1 step,
higher than 5 cm).
Wheelchair‐adapted ticket office; two counter heights.
Following the tour presents no difficulties; objects are exposed at an appropriate height.
Two medium‐sized, wheelchair‐accessible lifts: one leads to the tower's different floors, where
the permanent exhibition is set up, while the other one links the ground floor, first floor and
temporary exhibition area.
Unisex, wheelchair‐accessible toilets in the first‐floor lobby.
Free wheelchair lending service for people. Rest areas throughout the tour.
Discounted, €3.5 entry fare for persons holding a disability card, and for one carer/companion.
Surroundings: Located on the high side of the Barri Vell (Old Quarter), among irregular
cobblestone streets. Considerable slopes. Difficult access.
Nearest free, wheelchair‐accessible car park: 3 parking bays at Plaça dels Apòstols, next to the
main entrance and 110 m from the alternative entrance.
Nearest bus stop: L7 Plaça Sant Domènec, 180m away (not wheelchair‐accessible). R. There is
not wheelchair‐accessible bus stop in the surroundings.
Taxi: Taxis stop in front of the museum.

Some replicas on exhibition may be touched: Hands‐on, tactile table with Romanesque column
capitals and corbels (1st floor), alongside a few other items in the monographic room (2nd
floor).
Audio guide without music. Descriptions available in Catalan, Spanish, English and French.
Well‐marked itinerary, also marked in Braille.
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Exhibition furniture does not obstruct movement, excluding a few non‐marked, tall objects
(room 3).
Spaces are well‐lit, except for the prison area.
Adapted lift with buttons in Braille.
Discounted, €3.5 entry fare for persons holding a disability card, and for one carer/companion.

Texts identifying each item, alongside complementary, explanatory texts in Catalan, Spanish,
English and French.
Touchscreen at the rest area with non‐spoken videos—only music—on the museum and the
city.
Reduced, €3.5 entry fare for persons holding a disability card, and for one carer/companion.

No adapted services.
Discounted, €3.5 entry fare for persons holding a disability card, and for one carer/companion.

5.2.7. CATHEDRAL TREASURY MUSEUM
This museum houses important works of religious art, such as the Beatus manuscript (10th
century), the famous Creation Tapestry (12th century), a valuable collection of Gothic
sculptures, paintings and silverware and the Renaissance altarpiece of St. Helena (16th century).
Plaça de la Catedral
17004 Girona
Telèfon: 972 427 189
A/e: visites@catedraldegirona.org

Access via the Plaça dels Apòstols:
 The main entrance can be accessed via a ramp. The ramp can be reached by following
the cathedral wall and going up two steps, each of which is more than 5 cm high.
 Alternative entrance for visitors using wheelchairs, on the side of the cathedral. Call
the customer service number (972 42 71 89) upon arrival.
Most of the tour may be completed in a wheelchair, with the following exceptions:
 The tour of the cathedral Museum‐Treasure presents no difficulties.
 The interior of the cathedral presents no difficulties excluding the Conventual Chapel,
which is accessed via steps, each of which is more than 5 cm high.
 The cathedral's cloister is not accessible, as entrance involves steps that are more than
5 cm high. There are rest areas inside the cathedral.
 The Sala del Tinell in not accessible, as it can only be reached by stairs (a considerable
amount of steps, higher than 5 cm each).
 There are two steps in the access to the Capella de l'Esperança, both of which are
higher than 5 cm.
Non‐adapted reception counter.
No wheelchair‐accessible toilets.
Museum personnel are available to assist at all times.
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Reduced entry (1,20 €) for people with physical disability and for one carer/companion.
Surroundings: Located on the high side of the Barri Vell (Old Quarter), among irregular
cobblestone streets. Considerable slopes.
Nearest free, wheelchair‐accessible car park: 3 parking bays at Plaça dels Apòstols, 15m away,
from where the Cathedral can be reached easily.
Nearest bus stop: L7. Plaça Sant Domènec, 180m away (not wheelchair‐accessible). Access to
the Cathedral is difficult from the bus stop, as it involves considerable slopes on cobblestone
streets.
Taxi: Plaça dels Apòstols, 15m away.

Neither the museum nor the cathedral have touchscreen elements or wheelchair adapted
tours.
Audio guide without music available in Catalan, Spanish, English, French, German, Italian and
Russian.
Well‐indicated tour with high‐contrast, informational texts. In some cases the print may be
slightly small.
Rooms are well lit.
Exhibition furniture does not obstruct circulation.
Some non‐marked stairs.
Free entry for persons with visual disability and for one carer/companion.

Spaces and exhibited works/items are duly designated in writing.
Six information screens throughout the tour, five of which have no sound.
Transcriptions of the audio guides are available at reception.
Reduced entry (1,20 €) for people with hearing disability and for one carer/companion.

Exhibited works/items are duly identified in writing.
No accessible tours or workshops.
Free entry for persons with psiquical disability and for one carer/companion.

5.3. OTHER EQUIPMENTS
5.3.1. FONTANA D’OR – CAIXAFÒRUM GIRONA
C/ Ciutadans, 19
17004 Girona
Telèfon: 972 209 836

Main entrance featuring automatic glass door accessible via ramp .
Open circulation inside via fixed ramps, some temporary ramps and a lift.
In order to access the courtyard, reception must be called in order to set up a temporary ramp.
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Large adapted lift.
Unisex adapted toilet on the second floor.
Two‐level service desk .
Fixtures and cupboards at a suitable height.
Rest areas throughout the exhibition rooms and spaces.
Wheelchairs available.
Conference room with areas reserved for wheelchair users.
Outdoor area: good accessibility, with pavements wider than 80 cm, except at the ends nearest
the square, Pl. de l’Oli which are under 80 cm wide.
Nearest free parking area reserved for PRM: 1 space in Pl. Sant Josep , approximately 110 m
away.
Access to public transport: nearest stop, L11, Cort Reial, 110 m away (accessible, kerb).
Taxi: stops in front of the CaixaFòrum.

Most of the exhibitions do not have adapted services.
The rooms are identified with text signage.
Adapted lift with buttons in Braille.
Guided tours every Saturday at 7 pm in Catalan. Tours in other language must be booked in
advance.

Written signs indicate the different rooms.
Explanatory texts for the exhibitions are in Catalan and Spanish. English transcription in
pamphlet form is available at the reception desk.
Guided tours via audio‐guide every Saturday at 7 pm in Catalan. Tours in other language must
be booked in advance.
Conference room with mobile induction loop.

Adapted and guided group tours upon previous arrangement.

5.3.2. LLEÓ MARKET

Pl. Calbet i Rubalcaba, S/N
17004 Girona
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Access through the main entrance without steps and through sliding glass doors, located at the
end opposite the River Onyar.
Free unhindered circulation.
Non‐adapted stalls, counters not at an accessible height.
2 single‐sex adapted toilets, with a fold‐down bar but no fixed handrail.
Outdoor area: circulation accessible by ramp with a 6% slope to compensate for the occasional
step.
Nearest free parking area reserved for PRM: 1 space in Pl. Calvet i Rubalcaba, 20 m from the
main entrance, and 1 space in C. General Mendoza, 50 m from the main entrance.
Access to public transport: nearest stops, L1, L6, L11, Lleó Market, 50 m away (accessible,
kerb).
Taxi: stops in front of the market.

5.3.3. MERCÈ CULTURAL CENTER
Pujada de la Mercè, 12
17004 Girona
Telèfon: 972 223 305
ccm@ajgirona.cat

Access by ramp with handrail and a 2‐ to 5‐cm step at the door. Door always open.
Indoor circulation: ground floor and cloister; first and second floors accessed by lift and have
unhindered circulation.
Reception on ground floor inaccessible due to 2 steps higher than 5 cm.
Bar on ground floor accessible without steps and accessible furnishings.
1 adapted unisex toilet on the ground floor, with a fixed handrail on one wall and a fold‐down
bar on the other.
1 mid‐sized adapted lift.
Outdoor area: difficult circulation, paving stones and ramps of approximately 12%.
Nearest free parking area reserved for PRM: 4 spaces in Pl. Catalunya (corner of Av. Sant
Francesc), approximately 300 m away. Accessed from steeply‐sloped streets.
Access to public transport: nearest stop, L11 Pl. del Vi, 200 m away (non‐accessible). Nearest
accessible stop (platform): L6, L7, Av. Sant Francesc, 300 m away.
Taxi: stops in front of the La Mercè Cultural Centre.

5.3.4. OLD SANTA CATERINA HOSPITAL
Passatge Arístides Maillol, S/N
17002 Girona
espaisantacaterina@gencat.cat
www.facebook.com/espaisantacaterina
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Espai Santa Caterina ‐ Exhibition Area: unhindered circulation inside. Manually opened main
glass door, slightly heavy.
Santa Caterina Pharmacy: access through the Courtyard of the Magnolias on ramps and
irregular stones.
Outdoor area: good accessibility.
Nearest free parking area reserved for PRM: 1 space at C. Fontanilles, 50 m away, and 4 spaces
in Pl. Catalunya (corner of Av. Sant Francesc), approximately 230 m away.
Access to public transport: nearest stop: L1, L6, L11, Pl. Catalunya, 120 m away (non‐
accessible). Nearest accessible stops: L6, L7, Av. Sant Francesc, 250 m away (platform). L1, L2,
L5, L7, L11, Jaume I / Generalitat (kerb), between 50 m (Espai Santa Caterina) and150 m away
(pharmacy).
Taxi: stops in front of the old Santa Caterina Hospital.

5.3.5. CULTURAL CENTRE
Pl. Hospital, 6
17002 Girona
Telèfon: 972 202 013
info@casadecultura.org

Unhindered circulation inside using ramps and a lift: access to the exhibition hall and the
courtyard.
Main door always open with a step between 2 and 5 cm.
Outdoor area accessible with a kerb between 90 and 150 cm wide and uniform pavement.
Nearest free parking area reserved for PRM: 1 space at C. Fontanilles, 50 m away, and 4 spaces
at Pl. Catalunya (corner of Av. Sant Francesc), approximately 230 m away.
Access to public transport: L1, L6, L11, Pl. Catalunya 120 m away (non‐accessible) or L7 Av.
Álvarez de Castro 120 m away (non‐accessible). Nearest accessible stops: L6, L7, Av. Sant
Francesc, 250 m away (platform) and L1, L2, L5, L7, L11, Jaume I / Generalitat 200 m away
(kerb).
Taxi: stops in front of the Cultural Centre.

5.3.6. GIRONA CITY COUNCIL
Pl. del Vi, 1
17004 Girona
Telèfon: 972 419 010

Main access with no steps and a uniform stone floor.
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Outdoor area: good accessibility.
Nearest free parking area reserved for PRM: 1 space at Pl. Sant Josep, 150 m away.
Access to public transport: nearest stop L11, Pl. del Vi, 10 m away (non‐accessible). Nearest
accessible stop: L6, L7, Av. Sant Francesc, 260 m away (platform).
Taxi: stops in front of the City Hall.

5.4. ACCESSIBLE NATURAL ITINERARIES
5.4.1. LA DEVESA AND THE RIBES DEL TER PARK

This route will take you through two of the most important green areas in Girona: the parks of
La Devesa and Les Ribes del Ter, both located in the north‐west of the city, on either side of the
River Ter.
La Devesa is one of the most iconic and characteristic places in the city. It is a large park
covering over 40 hectares of land, three quarters of which are covered by plane trees arranged
in wide avenues, forming a total of six blocks.
On the other side of the river, the Ribes del Ter Park is a broad open space bordered by
riverbank vegetation and located just in front of the Girona Fontajau Sports Hall. The park forms
part of the natural area of Les Ribes del Ter, a wetland which includes the banks of the river as it
flows through Girona. The fact that this well‐preserved area forms part of the city centre makes
it very important from an ecological and environmental point of view.

The route, which is about 3,5 km long, is relatively easy and is suitable for people with
restricted mobility.
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The Natura Local application provides information on the routes included in this leaflet, with
vídeos with subtitles and sign language.

The Natura Local application provides information on the routes included in this leaflet, with
audio narration.

5.4.2. HORTES DE SANTA EUGÈNIA
This itinerary will reveal the importance of industry and vegetable gardens (Hortes, in catalan)
for the old village of Santa Eugènia de Ter, which is currently one of the most popular quarters
of the city of Girona.
In that sense, the route makes it easy to interpret the new uses of spaces: how we've gone from
professional market gardens to urban ones; how the old factory has become a cultural venue;
how a farmhouse has become a civic centre; or how marginal spaces have been turned into
urban wetlands.

This itinerary which is approximately 2,2 km in long, is flat and practicable for persons with
reduced mobility. This means that there may be certain isolated difficulties, but the route is
usable. Most of the itinerary is on compacted but non‐asphalted earth. There are a few areas
that are irregular or where there are stones and/or sand.

The Natura Local application provides information on the routes included in this leaflet, with
videos with subtitles and sign language.

The Natura Local application provides information on the routes included in this leaflet, with
audio narration.

5.4.3. HORTES DE SANTA EUGÈNIA AND THE MEADOWS OF SALT
This route, shared between Girona and Salt, will allow you to discover the agricultural space of
the Hortes de Santa Eugènia (Santa Eugènia vegetable gardens) and the natural area of the
meadows of Salt (Deveses de Salt), following the course of the river Ter. Part of the itinerary
overlaps with the Carrilet Greenway, which runs from Olot to Girona.
The vegetable gardens of Santa Eugènia are located to the west of the city of Girona, between
the neighbourhood of Santa Eugènia (formerly the village of Santa Eugènia de Ter) and the right
bank of the river Ter. The type of agriculture practised in this space has evolved as a result of
the social changes its surroundings have undergone. The area is currently used for social
gardens rather than market gardens.
The meadows of Salt are of great ecological value, and an ideal place to enjoy nature walks.
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This itinerary which is approximately 7,5 km in long, is flat and practicable for persons with
reduced mobility. This means that there may be certain isolated difficulties, but the route is
usable. Most of the itinerary is on compacted but non‐asphalted earth. There are a few areas
that are irregular or where there are stones and/or sand.

The Natura Local application provides information on the routes included in this leaflet, with
videos with subtitles and sign language.

The Natura Local application provides information on the routes included in this leaflet, with
audio narration.

5.4.4. CARRILET GREEN WAY
The Carrilet Greenway
makes use of the disused
narrow‐gauge railway line
connecting Girona and
Olot (54 km), later
continuing to Sant Feliu de
Guíxols (39.7 km).

This route is flat and practicable for persons with reduced mobility. This means that there may
be certain isolated difficulties, but the route is usable. Most of the itinerary is on compacted
but non‐asphalted earth. There are a few areas that are irregular or where there are stones
and/or sand.
The enterprise Cicloturisme i medi ambient, in collaboration with the Consorci de les Vies
Verdes de Girona, offers an adapted bike rental service (handbike).
Cicloturisme i medi ambient
C. Santa Eugènia, 11 Local 5
Tel. 972 22 10 47 , info@cicloturisme.com
http://www.cicloturisme.com/ca/lloguer‐de‐bicicletes/

The enterprise Cicloturisme i medi ambient offers a tandem bike rental service.
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C. Santa Eugènia, 11 Local 5
Tel. 972 22 10 47 , info@cicloturisme.com
http://www.cicloturisme.com/ca/lloguer‐de‐bicicletes/
5.5. ORIENTEERING CIRCUITS
5.5.1. OLD QUARTER ORIENTEERING CIRCUIT
Discover the Old Quarter of Girona in an entertaining and amusig way! To complete the activity,
the user has to find the 10 control points with the map and the descriptions provided. More
information http://www.girona.cat/turisme/eng/orientacio.php

Orienteering circuit with 10 control points, located in spaces without architectural barriers.
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6. LODGEMENTS
6.1. AC HOTEL PALAU BELLAVISTA*****
It offers 74 rooms with an elegant design, honoring our city thinking colored houses pointing
Onyar ... All rooms are equipped with air conditioning, minibar, telephone, music system,
satellite TV, etc. .. It has a large terrace overlooking the city of Girona, from where you can
enjoy the bar and restaurant at summer times. Watch 6 meeting rooms and a team of
professionals to provide assistance and support in organizing any event. In addition we provide
you with the catering service of the Roca brothers, for special celebrations, weddings or gala
menus
Pujada Polvorins, 1
17005 Girona
Tel 872 080 670
pbellavista@ac‐hotels.com
http://www.hotelacpalaudebellavista.com/
HG‐002404

Common areas:
Access to the hotel through the main entrance by ramp and an automatic glass revolving door
with a motion sensor and a slow‐speed button.
Non‐adapted two‐level reception desk.
Interior circulation with ramps and a lift. Sufficiently wide hallways and turning space between
1.2 and 1.5 m.
2 average‐sized adapted lifts.
2 single‐sex adapted toilets on the ground floor, with a fold‐down bar but without a wall‐
mounted fixed bar.
Non‐adapted self‐service and partially accessible, with some areas slightly too high.
Access to the terrace with no steps.
Rooms:
2 adapted double rooms on the ground floor near the hotel's central services.
Suitable height for hand‐operated elements: lights, switches, AC control, etc.
Closet with low hangers.
Adapted toilet and shower inside room. Toilet with a fold‐down bar and no fixed handrail, and
a shower with a moving orthopaedic seat, single‐handle tap and height‐adjustable shower
head. Access to the shower with no steps.
Outdoor area and entrance: located on the high area of the city, with slopes over 12%. The
upper parking area is recommended (ground floor) and not the one for the convention centre
(floor ‐1).
Indoor car park: 1 space reserved in the hotel car park.
Access to public transport: nearest stop, L7, Torre Alfons XII, 260 m away (non‐accessible).
There are no accessible bus stops, access is difficult with steep 12% gradients and no kerb or
platform.
Taxi: stops in front of the hotel.
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6.2. HOTEL GRAN ULTÒNIA****
The hotel was opened in October 2009 and is just 10 minutes away from the bus and train
station. It enjoys an exceptional location close to the area known as "La Catedral", the Jewish
quarter, the Arab baths, the trade fair, art museum and university. It offers 71 rooms and suites
in which natural daylight and minimalist lines predominate. They are all well‐appointed and
equipped with the latest facilities and technology. The hotel's facilities include modular function
rooms with natural daylight that can seat 400 people and that are equipped for every kind of
event, as well as Wi‐Fi throughout the establishment and a large car park.
Gran Via Jaume I, 22
17001 Girona
Tel. 972 203 850
info@hotelsultoniagirona.com
http://ca.hotelsultoniagirona.com/
HG‐002402

Common areas:
The hotel's main entrance is through an automatic sliding glass door with no steps.
Two‐level adapted reception desk.
Interior circulation with ramps and a lift. Sufficiently wide hallways and turning space between
1.2 and 1.5 m.
3 average‐sized adapted lifts.
2 common non‐unisex toilets on floor E, which are adapted.
Bar and café accessible by ramp, with adapted furnishings, except the bar.
Accessible rooftop terrace.
Rooms:
6 completely adapted rooms, distributed one per floor at the end of the hall.
Suitable bed height.
Suitable height for hand‐operated elements: lights, switches, AC control, etc.
Closet with sliding doors and hangers at suitable height.
Adapted in‐room toilet and shower, with emergency telephone.
Outside area: exterior pavement between 90 and 150 cm wide and dropped kerbs in the
nearest zebra crossings.
Hotel car park with reserved spaces.
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Access to public transport: nearest stop, L1, L2, L5, L6, Pl. Constitució, 200 m away (accessible,
on kerb). Other nearby accessible stops (on kerb): L1, L2, L5, L6, L11, Argadà, 230 m away.
Taxi: stops in front of the hotel.

6.3. HOTEL CARLEMANY****
Located in the centre of Girona only 150m from the AVE (high‐speed train) station, Hotel
Carlemany offers rooms with satellite TV, free Wi‐Fi, and independently controlled air‐
conditioning. Hotel facilities include the Indigo restaurant & lounge with its own terrace, El Pati
Verd restaurant, a pleasant cafeteria with an outdoor terrace, as well as seven rooms for private
events with a capacity of up to 400 persons. A public car park under the hotel provides direct
access to the lobby and rooms, and special prices for guests.
Plaça de Miquel Santaló
17002 Girona
Tel. 972 211 212
Carlemany@carlemany.es
www.carlemany.es
HG‐002191

Common areas:
Access to the hotel through the main entrance with a side ramp and an automatic glass
revolving door with a motion sensor and a slow‐speed button.
Non‐adapted two‐level reception desk.
Interior circulation with ramps and a lift. Sufficiently wide hallways and turning space between
1.2 and 1.5 m.
2 average‐sized adapted lifts.
1 common unisex toilet on the ground floor, small but completely adapted.
Bar/café with adapted furnishings —except the bar itself — accessible from the street entrance
and inside the hotel by signposted ramp.
Indigo Restaurant accessible from inside the hotel.
Buffet accessible from inside the hotel with a bar at a suitable height.
Meeting rooms on the ground and first floor with wood floors and moving ramps.
Rooms:
3 partially adapted rooms on the 2nd and 3rd floors, accessible by lifts.
Suitable bed height.
Suitable height for hand‐operated elements: lights, switches, etc.
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Partially‐adapted toilet and shower inside room. Toilet with two fold‐down bars, bathtub with
fixed handrail and height‐adjustable shower head.
Exterior and entrance: access from Pl. Miquel Santaló with flat, uniform pavement.
Reserved parking spaces in the private underground garage on C. Joan Maragall. Hotel guests
receive a discount for parking and there is a direct lift to the hotel.
Access to public transport: nearest stop, L11, Pl. Miquel Santaló (accessible, kerb) 50 m away.
Other accessible stops (on kerb): L1, L11, la Salle 100 m away.
Taxi: stops at C. Joan Maragall

6.4. HOTEL LLEGENDES GIRONA CATEDRAL****
Hotel Llegendes de Girona Catedral is located in the atmosphere of old tradition in the old
quarter of Girona. It is a hotel in the heart of history, placed in a restored building from the 13th
century that conserves the original stone walls and the original staircase. The hotel has 15 en‐
suite rooms, 10 double/twin rooms and 5 Junior Duplex. Each room gets the name of a different
legend of Girona and its decoration is inspired on it. All rooms are provided by aircondition,
electronic safe, phone, minibar, 26'' TV, Satellite TV, showers with rainning effect, hairdryer,
free WIFI and for your disposal, amenities like body lotion and gel.
Portal del Barca, 4
17004 Girona
Tel 972 220 905
info@llegendeshotel.com
www.llegendeshotel.com
HG‐002394

Common areas:
Access to the hotel through the main entrance with a 5‐cm step and automatic sliding glass
doors. Inside, there is a heavy glass door to reach the lobby.
Non‐adapted two‐level reception desk.
Interior circulation with ramps and a lift. Sufficiently wide hallways and turning space of 1.2 m.
1 mid‐sized adapted lift.
1 common unisex toilet on the ground floor, completely adapted except the mirror, set at a
height over 90 cm.
Breakfast buffet accessible with a non‐adapted self‐service bar, and staff available at all times.
Rooms:
1 adapted room on the first floor.
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Suitable bed height.
Suitable height for hand‐operated elements: lights, switches, etc.
Toilet and shower inside room. Toilet with two fixed bars, featuring orthopaedic shower chair.
Outside area: cobblestone pedestrian street.
Nearest free parking area reserved for PRM: 1 space in Pl. Sant Feliu, 50 m away.
Access to adapted public transport: nearest stop, L11 at C. Jaume Pons i Martí 100 m away
(accessible, kerb).
Taxi: stops in front of the hotel or Pl. Sant Feliu.

Common spaces and interior circulation:
Main entrance with a small step and a non‐contrasting marked glass door. Second interior door
made of marked glass.
Free unhindered circulation.
Adapted lift with high‐relief and Braille numbers. No acoustic indications.
Rooms:
Signs and room numbers in Braille.
Other services:
Book in Braille available on the legends of Girona, published by ONCE.

6.5. HOTEL DOUBLE TREE HILTON****
Hotel Double Tree by Hilton is conveniently located next to the Girona Auditorium and Congress
Palace, between the splendid Devesa public park and the historical city center. Mediterranean
cuisine with local touches. Daily menu. Capacity for 100 guests.
Joan Pons, 1
17001 Girona
info.dtgirona@uhr‐hoteliers.com
www.girona.doubletreebyhilton.com
HG‐002418

Common areas:
Access to the hotel through the main entrance without steps and an automatic glass revolving
door with a motion sensor and a slow‐speed button.
Two‐level adapted reception desk.
Interior circulation with ramps and a lift. Sufficiently wide hallways and turning space between
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1.2 and 1.5 m.
2 average‐sized adapted lifts.
1 common unisex toilet on the ground floor, completely adapted with a wall‐mounted handrail
and a fold‐down bar, plus an alarm for emergencies.
Restaurant and bar in the self‐service buffet are accessible, and the restaurant terrace is
accessible without steps.
Access to the 6th‐floor terrace by lift and a ramp, with a final step less than 2 cm high. Pool not
accessible.
Rooms:
5 adapted rooms with a double bed, distributed one per floor.
Bed height too high.
Suitable height for hand‐operated elements: lights, switches, etc.
Emergency alarm next to the headboard.
Closet with adjustable adapted hangers.
Room has a connecting door to the adjoining room.
Adapted toilet and shower inside room with a fold‐down bar and no fixed handrail in the toilet,
emergency telephone and pull‐handle, fold‐down shower seat and a small 2‐cm step to access
the shower.
Outside area and entrance: exterior pavement between 90 and 150 cm wide and dropped
kerbs in the nearest zebra crossings.
Underground pay car park, without reserved spaces. Check for availability of large spaces at
hotel reception desk.
Nearest free parking area reserved for PRM: 2 spaces reserved outside, in front of the hotel, in
C. Joan Pons.
Access to public transport: nearest stop L11, Güell Clinic 50 m away (accessible, kerb).
Taxi: stops in front of the hotel.

6.6. HOTEL MELIÀ ****
The Meliá Girona Hotel is strategically located in the city's commercial district with easy access
to the AP‐7 motorway. The hotel has 108 double rooms and 3 Junior Suites which have recently
been refurbished. All rooms have a direct telephone line, interactive TV Plasma 32'', Channel
Plus, individual heating and hair‐conditioning system, mini bar, safety deposit box, private
garage. Free services: gymnasium with sauna and jacuzzi, Wi‐Fi, coffee and tea facilities in all
the rooms. The hotel has 7 meeting rooms with capacity for 300 people to perform all kinds of
meetings and events.
Ctra Barcelona, 112
17003 Girona
Tel. 972 400 500
melia.girona@melia.com
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www.melia‐girona.com
HG‐002144

Common areas:
Alternate access to the hotel, next to the main entrance and correctly indicated through a
manual swinging door with a bell on one side, and an interior ramp to access the hotel
reception.
Non‐adapted two‐level reception desk.
Interior circulation with a lift. Sufficiently wide hallways and turning space between 1.2‐1.5 m.
1 mid‐sized adapted lift to access the rooms and other areas of the hotel.
Restaurant and bar of the self‐service buffet are accessible through a non‐adapted, but usable,
alternate lift. Wellness Centre and gym not accessible.
Rooms:
1 partially adapted room on the first floor with one or two single beds.
Narrow passage in some areas.
Suitable bed height. Suitable height for hand‐operated elements: lights, switches, etc.
Emergency alarm next to the headboard.
Toilet and bathtub inside room. Adapted toilet with two fold‐down bars, without lateral space
to approach. Bathtub with movable seat and fixed handrails, single‐handle tap and height‐
adjustable shower head.
Outside area: exterior pavement between 90 and 150 cm wide and access ramp to street level.
Hotel parking garage: 1 space reserved in the hotel's underground car park.
Access to public transport: nearest stop L11, C. de Barcelona, 50 m away (accessible, kerb).
Taxi: stops in front of the hotel.

6.7. HOTEL CIUTAT DE GIRONA ****
Hotel Ciutat de Girona is located in the historic and commercial center of the city, 10 minutes
walk from the Auditorium and the AVE train station. We have a unique swimming pool with
Jacuzzi and water jets that will help you enjoy the maximum relaxation. Hotel Ciutat de Girona
makes available a space designed for sports, the indoor cycling room sessions of 1 hour. Our
meeting room, equipped with Wi‐Fi service, complete our services. In the Restaurant Blanc we
offer local products, all produced to a maximum of 100km.
C/ Nord, 2
17002 Girona
Tel. 972 483 083
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info@hotel‐ciutatdegirona.com
http://www.hotelciutatdegirona.com/es
HG‐002387

Common areas:
Access to the hotel through an automatic revolving door. Option to stop the door and open it
manually.
Non‐adapted two‐level reception desk.
Interior circulation by lift. Sufficiently wide hallways and turning spaces between 1.2 and 1.5 m.
1 mid‐sized adapted lift.
Non‐accessible Bar located in lobby.
Buffet with two‐level self‐service bar: one accessible, the other non‐accessible.
Common unisex toilet, adapted with a fixed handrail and fold‐down bar, on the ‐1 floor,
accessible by lift.
Indoor cycle room and pool not accessible.
Rooms:
1 adapted room on the first floor with two single beds.
Suitable bed height, slightly too high.
Suitable height for hand‐operated elements: lights, switches, etc.
Telephone next to the headboard.
Toilet and shower inside room. Adapted toilet with fixed handrail and fold‐down bar. Shower
with folding seat and fixed handrails, single‐handle tap and height‐adjustable shower head.
Outdoor area: cobblestone pedestrian area over 1.5 m wide. Nearest parking area reserved for
PRM: 1 Space in Plaça Santa Susanna, in front of Mercadal Church, 120 m away.
Access to public transport: nearest stop L11, Santa Clara Clinic 100 m away (accessible, kerb).
Taxi: stops in front of the hotel.

Common spaces and interior circulation:
Main entrance through automatic revolving door with marked glass.
Free unhindered circulation.
Adapted lift with high‐relief and Braille numbers. No acoustic signals.
Rooms:
Room numbers in negative relief.
Other services:
Telephone at headboard with large‐sized numbers, contrasting colours and in Braille.
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6.8. B&B GIRONA ***
It has 93 rooms. Opened in 2008. Located near the Selva area. 1km Girona ‐ 10 km. Free
breakfast buffet.
Camí dels Carlins, 10
17190 Salt
girona@hotelbb.com
https://www.hotel‐bb.es/es
HG‐002380

Common areas:
The main entrance to hotel is via a ramp and through an automatic sliding glass door.
Non‐adapted two‐level reception desk.
Interior circulation with lifts. Sufficiently wide hallways and turning space between 1.2 and 1.5
m.
2 average‐sized adapted lifts.
Breakfast buffet with accessible self‐service bar.
Common unisex toilet, adapted with a fixed handrail and fold‐down bar, with an emergency
pull‐handle.
Rooms:
3 double rooms on the first floor, with connecting door to the next room.
Suitable bed height.
Suitable height for hand‐operated elements: lights, switches, etc.
Accessible hangers.
Telephone and emergency pull‐handle next to the headboard.
Toilet and shower inside room. Adapted toilet with fixed handrail and fold‐down bar. Shower
with folding seat and fixed handrails, single‐handle tap and height‐adjustable shower head.
Outside area and entrance: pavement between 90 and 150 cm wide and dropped kerbs in the
zebra crossings. Hotel parking garage: 3 spaces reserved in the outdoor parking lot.
Access to public transport: nearest stop L3 and L4, Espai Gironès, 400 m away (accessible,
kerb).
Taxi: stops in front of the hotel.
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6.9. HOTEL IBIS GIRONA **
The Ibis Girona Hotel is located at the northern entrance to the city and is surrounded by parks.
It is near to the Palacio de Congresos (convention center),the Palacio de Deportes (sports arena)
and Girona's main tourist attractions.The hotel offers 115 soundproofed and air‐conditioned
rooms, a modern 24hour bar, Rendez‐Vous, and a Vino & Cia restaurant where you can discover
the finest wines from the region.The hotel is fully equipped with Wi‐Fi and there is free parking
or a paying private garage.
C/ Francesc Ferrer, 16‐18
17006 Girona
Tel. 972 391 538
http://www.ibis.com/es/espana/index.shtml
HG‐002401

Common areas:
The hotel's main entrance is through an automatic sliding glass door with no steps.
Two‐level adapted reception desk.
Interior circulation with a lift. Sufficiently wide hallways and turning space between 1.2 and 1.5
m.
1 mid‐sized adapted lift.
2 common adapted and non‐unisex toilets on the ground floor with fold‐down bar.
Accessible buffet with adapted furnishings and a two‐level bar.
Rooms:
4 adapted rooms on the ground floor near the central services.
Suitable bed height.
Suitable height for hand‐operated elements: lights, switches, etc.
Toilet and shower inside room. Toilet without bars and shower with a seat, fold‐down bar and
height‐adjustable shower head.
Outside area: exterior pavement between 90 and 150 cm wide and dropped kerbs in the
nearest zebra crossings.
1 parking space reserved in the hotel's outdoor lot and 1 space reserved in the hotel's covered
garage.
Access to public transport: nearest stop, L6 Sarrià de Ter by way of the Hospital, 150 m away
(accessible, kerb).
Taxi: stops in front of the hotel.
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6.10. HOTEL B&B 2 **
Hotels Sidorme, thought for make you feel are "as at home when out of home". Comfortable,
new and comfortable hotels. Technologically advanced, with flat TV and free wifi connection.
For business travellers or holiday makers. Enjoy always of Sidorme Hotels at the best price.
C/ Martí i Pol, 11
17190 Salt
Tel. 972 439 487
hotel.girona@sidorme.com
www.sidorme.com
HG‐000398

Common areas:
2‐ to 5‐cm step to enter the hotel portal and main entrance through automatic sliding glass
doors.
Non‐adapted reception desk with two levels.
Interior circulation with ramps and a lift. Sufficiently wide hallways and turning space between
1.2 and 1.5 m.
1 mid‐sized adapted lift.
Breakfast buffet with slightly high, accessible self‐service bar.
Common unisex toilet, adapted with a fixed handrail and fold‐down bar, on the ground floor
and accessible by ramp.
Rooms:
4 adapted double rooms on the ground floor, near the hotel's central services.
Suitable bed height.
Suitable height for hand‐operated elements: lights, switches, etc.
Telephone next to the headboard.
Adapted toilet and shower inside the room, with a fixed handrail and fold‐down bar.
Shower with folding seat and fixed handrails, single‐handle tap and height‐adjustable shower
head.
Outside area and entrance: pavement between 90 and 150 cm wide and dropped kerbs in the
zebra crossings.
Hotel parking garage: 2 spaces reserved in the hotel's outdoor parking lot. Access to the hotel
parking lot through a manual swinging emergency door with a 2‐ to 5‐cm step.
Access to public transport: nearest stops L3 and L4, Espai Gironès, 240 m away (accessible,
kerb).
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Taxi: stops in front of the hotel.

6.11. PENSIÓ IBIS BUDGET GIRONA COSTA BRAVA **
92 rooms
C/ Francesc Ferrer, 16‐18
17006 Girona
Tel. 972 110 846
A/E: h6815@accor.com
http://www.accorhotels.com/es/hotel‐6815‐ibis‐budget‐girona‐costa‐brava/index.shtml
HG‐002400

Common areas:
The hotel's main entrance is through an automatic sliding glass door with no steps.
Two‐level adapted reception desk.
Interior circulation with a lift. Sufficiently wide hallways and turning space between 1.2 and 1.5
m.
1 mid‐sized adapted lift.
2 common adapted and non‐unisex toilets on the ground floor with fold‐down bar.
Accessible buffet with adapted furnishings and a self‐service bar at a suitable height.
Rooms:
4 adapted rooms on the ground floor near the central services.
Bed slightly too low.
Suitable height for hand‐operated elements: lights, switches, etc.
Partially adapted toilet and shower inside room with a fold‐down bar in the bathroom and a
height‐adjustable shower head.
Outdoor area and entrance:
Exterior pavement between 90 and 150 cm wide and dropped kerbs in the nearest zebra
crossings.
1 parking space reserved in the hotel's outdoor lot and 1 space reserved in the hotel's covered
garage.
Access to public transport: nearest stop, L6 Sarrià de Ter by way of the Hospital, 150 m away
(accessible, kerb).
Taxi: stops in front of the hotel.
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6.12.

ALBERG CERVERÍ

C/ Ciutadans, 9
17004 Girona
Tel 972 218 003
www.xanascat.cat

Common areas:
Access to the hostel through the main entrance by ramp and manual swinging door.
Non‐adapted two‐level reception desk.
Interior circulation with ramps and a lift. Sufficiently wide hallways and turning space of 1.2 m.
1 mid‐sized adapted lift.
1 common, adapted unisex toilet on the ground floor.
Self‐service area with bar and accessible furnishings on the ground floor.
Rooms:
1 room with four bunk beds (8 beds) on the 2nd floor, and 1 room with 2 bunk beds (4 beds)
on the 3rd floor.
Lower bunk height too low. Option to dismantle the top bunk (on request).
Adapted toilet and shower inside room. Shower with fixed chair and height‐adjustable shower
head. One of the showers has a small 2‐ to 5‐cm step.
Outdoor area: exterior kerb between 90 and 120 cm and uniform pavement.
Nearest free parking area reserved for PRM: 1 space in Pl. Sant Josep, 70 m away.
Access to public transport: nearest stop L11, Pl. del Vi (in front of City Hall), 110 m away (non‐
accessible). Other accessible stops nearby: L11, Cort Reial, 180 m away (kerb) and L6, L7, L11,
Av. Sant Francesc (with platform).
Taxi: stops in front of the youth hostel.
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8‐person room (4 bunk beds)

4‐person room (2 bunk beds)

6.13.

SANT FRANCESC 18, 2ND AND 3RD FLOOR, TOURIST APARTMENTS

Tourist apartments for 3 guests, completely adapted for people with reduced mobility and with
modifications for the visually impaired. The two charming homes, fully equipped with all
facilities (WiFi, air‐conditioning, household appliances, safe...), are located in Avinguda Sant
Francesc, a stone’s throw from the city’s historic quarter.
Av. Sant Francesc, 18 2n/3er
Tel 607 11 75 43
santfrancesc18@gmail.com
HUTG ‐ 028735 / HUTG ‐ 028736

Main entrance with automatic door (remote control to enter and remote control and switch to
exit). Access to a floor‐level lift via ramp.
Medium‐sized lift with buttons positioned at an appropriate height for wheelchair users, raised
numbers and braille with light sensors. Handrail inside the lift. Stairs have non‐slip bands.
Inside the apartments the spaces are wide enough to manoeuvre and turn (generally more than
1.50 m, occasionally 1.20 m). The third‐floor apartment is on a single level throughout, the
second‐floor apartment has a slight incline but with a ramp.
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The kitchen sink and cook‐top have sufficient space beneath them for wheelchair access. The
appliances (refrigerator, microwave oven, washer‐dryer and dishwasher) are all at an
appropriate height. The sink has a mixer tap.
The bedrooms have individually adjustable beds that can be tilted up to a 90‐degree position to
facilitate transfer (twin beds convertible into a double bed). The bedside tables and bed are
moveable to adjust the distance for getting into bed. Wardrobe with sliding doors and shelves
and drawers at a suitable height for wheelchair users. Three types of pillow are available (soft,
medium, firm).
Single‐level bathroom with sliding doors. Adapted shower that is fully adjustable using a rail
system to make lateral and height adjustments, and the possibility of swapping the shower seat
and taps.
WC with two folding support rails. Sink with suitable space below and a mixer tap. All elements
at the appropriate height for wheelchair access.

Main entrance is all on a single level. Medium‐sized lift with buttons with raised numbers and
braille indications.
Interiors are wide and all on one level (the second‐floor apartment has a ramp to overcome a
slight incline). No elements are positioned at a height that may obstruct access or
manoeuvrability. Signs in braille on the main elements of the home.
Kitchen with analogue controls.
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